
Bump to Baby Workshop



Welcome to the Bump to Baby Sling Workshop!

Aim:

Attendees to gain a good general knowledge of carrying their baby. Attendees will be 
confi dent in being able to tie a pocket wrap cross carry, and be able to use this with their 
baby safely and comfortably.

This is a 2 hr session for both parents to attend and will cover:

• The benefi ts of carrying your baby
• Overview of types of slings
• How to carry your baby safely and comfortably
• Demo of PWCC with a stretchy wrap
• Chance to practise and try out a selection of slings

Welcome & introductions  
Benefi ts of carrying & 4th trimester 
Types of slings/carriers

Break

Demo & teach PWCC
Have a go!
Round up and any questions

Katherine and Zoë are trained and insured consultants and have a wealth of carrying 
experience and 6 children between them. Both are degree educated, Katherine in Fine 
Art and Zoë in Psychology. We are passionate about enabling parents to carry their
children.  
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Welcome & introductions

Who are you?

Where do you live?

Job?

Children?

Carried before?

Any experience of carrying?

Any experience using  a woven?

Any concerns? 

3 words to describe yourself with letters from your name

If you were an animal which would you be and why?

Notes:
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Benefi ts of Carrying & the 4th Trimester

What do you think the benefi ts are to carrying your baby?

What are the myths and/or cons of carrying your baby?

“Babywearing” was a phrase was coined in the 1980s by Dr William Sears, describing it as 
the act of holding a child close as if they were almost being worn in clothing.

Carrying our babies is part of our evolution and occurs in every culture around the world.

Your baby has spent their journey so far in a dark, warm, cosy space, gently cushioned in 
water, hearing muffl ed sounds whilst being in constant motion, being continuously fed via 
the placenta, no smells, and the constant sound of their mother’s heartbeat.

The term “4th trimester” is used to describe the fi rst 3 months after birth, when your baby is 
transitioning to being in the world outside. They can now move their limbs out stretched, 
the light is bright on their eyes, noises are loud and unfamiliar, yet silence is strange also. 
They are unused to being still or moved suddenly often upwards fl oating into the air. They 
experience lots of new smells, the temperature changes, and need to be fed.

This amount of change for an adult would be diffi cult! Yet your baby has never known 
any other place than with you.
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Dr William Sears’s states 

”birth suddenly disrupts this organisation. During the month following birth, baby tries to
regain his sense of organisation and fi t into life outside the womb…for the fi rst time he 
must do something to have his needs met. He is forced to act, to “behave”. If hungry, 
cold or startled he cries. He must make an effort to get the things he needs for his care 
giving environment. If his needs are simple and he can get what he needs easily, he is 
labelled an easy baby”

Once we understand that baby isn’t trying to manipulate us, or trying to make our lives 
diffi cult, once we are able to empathise and think of this being as an individual with 
needs that they cannot meet themselves we can help them to adjust to this new world 
they fi nd themselves in.

Things that can typically help this transition:

Movement
Skin to skin 
Safe co-sleeping
Swaddling
Noise
Feed
Deep bathing
The outside
 
How many of the above can be met by carrying your baby? Holding them close?

(See Sarah Ockwell-Smith link for more information)

Kangaroo care (early skin to skin and close contact) is becoming common place. Skin to 
skin has huge benefi ts; in fact the World Health Organisation recommends this for all
pre-term and small or ill babies. It stabilises baby’s heart rate and breathing, and helps 
regulate their body temperature. The research into kangaroo care helps to demonstrate 
the signifi cance of carrying and being close for all infants including those who are full 
term and well. The benefi ts of skin to skin have been proven to last throughout the 1st year 
and longer, some recent evidence showed that touch was crucial in brain development 
in older children too. 

Babies have subtle ways to communicate, and crying is often the last stage of this.
Carrying your baby close means you are more likely to be able to notice baby’s cues and 
be able to attend to them quickly.

Crying can be stressful for parents and raises cortisol the stress hormone, in baby and
parents, so any way to reduce this is useful.



Studies have found that babies carried regularly during the fi rst 3 month cry less, and have 
increased periods of contentment when awake. Crying decreased with age compared 
to those not carried.
 
Babies like motion and noise, being in a sling provides these, the constant motion we
provide moving and listening to our heart beat and breathing and talking.

Being upright after feeding can help with possetting or refl ux.

Being in a sling and moving helps to build muscle strength and tone in the head, neck 
and body, improving neck and head control.

Close contact helps the mother to develop antibodies for the baby which is passed 
through breast milk and having a low level of cortisol may impact immune function.

Carrying is a spread squat position helps to reduce hip problems and carrying also
reduces risk of a fl at head.

Interactions between baby and the person carrying are increased which improves
communication and longer term speech development. Babies cannot see very far so
being in a sling and being close enough to see your face means that the baby can start 
to focus on faces and hearing speech sounds and they start to mimic sounds and are 
encouraged further by positive reinforcement from the caregiver. 

Holding baby close helps to release oxytocin which is key to bonding and helps to reduce 
postnatal depression.  This applies to the father as well as the mother. 

Being able to meet a baby’s needs quickly and appropriately reduces stress for baby and 
for the caregiver. And meeting these needs helps to build a secure attachment.  It is a 
constant feedback cycle and if you are relaxed your baby is likely to be relaxed too.

We need secure attachments as babies, children and adults. Our early attachments help 
shape our relationships as adults and have life-reaching consequences.

Being a new parent is often a balancing act between the needs of our baby and our 
needs and those around us. Carrying can help to level this out. Carrying allows us to deal 
with the demands of life whilst helping to build a relationship with our baby.
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Questions/Notes:
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Types of Slings

The term sling or carrier is often used interchangeably.

Stretchy Wraps
A length of fabric that requires tying, then baby goes in. It can be left on and baby taken 
out, and later popped back in. Recommended for front carries i.e. facing towards person 
carrying.

1 – way; stretches in one direction, usually across the length, less bounce but can be 
trickier to tighten well 
2 – way; varying degrees of stretch in width and length, tend to be more elastic which 
can mean more bounce and easier to get a good fi t. Come in a variety of thicknesses 
and fabric mixes 
Semi-structured; parts sewn so it can be quicker, adjust by pulling fabric through the rings, 
separate part to go over the top. Less fabric.
How long this type of sling will last for depends on the type of stretch and quality. Thinner 
lighter weight ones may not feel supportive enough as baby gets bigger. 

Woven Wraps  
A long length of fabric that requires tying and comes in various lengths. It is the ultimate 
in comfort and fl exibility,able to do lots of different carries with the same wrap, front, hip 
and back. Suitable from birth to toddler and beyond. Come in different blends and many 
designs and colours and with different budgets in mind. 

Mei tai
A fabric panel with 2 straps that tie around your waist and 2 over shoulders. They come in 
different patterns and designs and vary in the amount of padding on the waist and
shoulders. Can get half – buckles, usually with buckles on the waist and wrap straps on 
shoulders. 

Soft Structured Carriers (SSC)
These generally are a structured panel and buckles round the waist with shoulder straps; 
some unbuckle on the shoulders and some do not thus varying the position you can have 
the straps in. They also vary in the amount of padding on the waist and on the straps. The 
straps are tightened and adjusted once baby is in. Most are suitable from around 3m old, 
some can be used with an infant insert for newborns or come with integral insert. Many 
offer 3 carrying positions (front, hip, back), some do 4 positions to also include facing 
outwards. This puts baby’s spine against you literally back to front, and can be less comfy 
as baby doesn’t mould around you in the same way, impacting your posture etc. Facing 
outwards should be only done in line with manufacturer’s guidelines. Baby should never 
be left to fall asleep in this position. If you feel baby needs to see the world there are other 
options such as hip carries or back carries. 
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Ring Slings
A long length of fabric that is sewn with 2 rings at one end which the other end threads 
through to create a hammock style seat for baby.  Very fl exible, quick and easy once you 
have mastered threading the rings and adjusting the tension, so it’s nice and snug and 
spread over your back and shoulder evenly. It sits over one shoulder and baby goes
central or on the opposite side. There are different shoulder styles such as gathered or 
pleated and can impact comfort.

It is very personal, as what fi ts or works for each person can vary. Much like jeans we have 
different preferences and different body shapes. And as our children grow and become 
more independent, what we like or fi nd comfortable or convenient may change.
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How to Carry your Baby Safely and Comfortably

When carrying your baby safety is key and comfort is important for you and for baby.  The 
early months are the most important for safety and positioning as baby cannot hold up 
their head and need to be supported without pressure in any one place.  These are
helpful guides or reminders that are easy to remember.

ABC

Airway – particularly in newborns and small babies their airway needs to be clear, chin 
off their chest and allow air to circulate, keep child close enough to kiss and in view at all 
times.

Body Positioning – Ensure the carrier or sling supports baby in a way that is appropriate 
to his/her level of neck and truck control to prevent slumping, ideally with baby’s knees 
higher than bottom so no pressure on legs 

Comfort – Carrying should be comfortable for baby nd for you. Fabric nice and high on 
baby’s back and neck but not tight on neck, fabric smooth on baby’s back, supported 
knee pit to knee pit, good tilted pelvis. Digging in anywhere, can you lower it or raise it 
on your waist, careful to not over tighten any straps or fabric, is fabric spread fl at do you 
need to adjust where the knot is tied.

You can check if airway is clear by being able to fi t two fi ngers under their chin. Having 
good positioning, baby’s chest to parent’s chest, will give their body support and prevent 
baby’s head tipping too far forward. Check body positioning for the gentle curve the
following images from Sheffi eld Sling Surgery are helpful as a visual guide. As sling
replicates “in arms” carrying.
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Pockety Wrap Cross Carry (PWCC)

1
Find the middle marker and centre this on 
your chest facing away from you 

This is the most common type 
of carry with a stretchy and the 
hybrid stretchy Caboo is used 
this way also from step 7
onwards.  

2
Pass one side under your arm behind you, with your other arm reach behind and bring 
that end of the fabric over the same shoulder keeping your elbow in front of the fabric. 
Ensures fabric stays fl at and doesn’t twist.
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3
Repeat for other side. 
You have 2 long pieces covering your shoulders hanging down in front of you, a horizontal 
layer (our pocket) and a cross on your back.

4
Feed any looseness (slack) on the top edge, under your armpit to the piece closest to 
your neck on the opposite shoulder, pulling it up and across. Repeat to other side. 



5
Grab the long pieces hanging down and pass them through the pocket. Give a pull 
downwards so the whole thing is nice and snug. The wrap should feel like a fi tted lycra 
top.

6
Cross the long pieces to make a cross, take it round your back and tie or if is long enough 
bring to front and tie in a double knot where is comfortable for you.
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7
Move the pocket (horizontal layer) down so you can see the cross. The cross is what your 
baby’s bottom will sit on.

8
Do praying hands to create a space for your baby and adjust the cross height if needed.  



9
Look at the cross, baby will go on your shoulder on top of the top layer of the cross, with 
your opposite hand to the side baby is on, stroke your collar bone under the fabric to lift 
that side and pull it down so fabric passes into baby’s knee pit.

10
Repeat on other side, baby is now supported knee to knee.
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11
Check positioning – gentle j, chest to chest with no slumping, access to their hands,
bottom lower than knees.

12
Find edge of wrap by your neck and spread it out, ensuring it is spread knee to knee and 
up to baby’s neck
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13
Repeat on other side

14
Find the horizontal pocket at the side, lifting it over baby’s legs and pulling it up smooth 
over baby’s back to top of neck.
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15
Check shoulders to ensure you can see baby’s face, airways clear and maintained. Do 
shoulder fl ips if needed.
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- Can you be handsfree?
- Is baby safe and secure?
- Is baby comfortable?
- Are you comfortable

16
Spread fabric out and fold over for comfort if needed.



5
To take baby out, bring the pocket back down and under legs, unspread the fabric to 
knee pits and gently lift baby out.

Using the sling this way
replicates in arms carrying,
respecting the natural
positioning of baby.
 
Other carries can be used such 
as double hammock, front 
wrap cross carry etc generally 
this is the one that is used as it 
can be pre-tied and left on just 
taking baby out when needed.
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Further reading and links:

Why Babywearing Matters by Rosie Knowles

Kiss me!  How to raise your children with love by Carlos Gonzalez

https://sarahockwell-smith.com/2012/11/04/the-fourth-trimester-aka-why-your-newborn-
baby-is-only-happy-in-your-arms/
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